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ABSTRACT

We prove for each A e ]0, 1[, the existence of a factor of type IIIA, acting on a separable hilbert
space, and not anti-isomorphic to itself. It follows that it is not constructible by the group measure
space construction. The proof of non anti-isomorphism is an application of our classification of
type III factors.

Introduction
One of the best behaved infinite dimensional generalisation of the simple central
algebras over C are the factors of Murray and von Neumann. As C is algebraically
closed, its Brauer group is trivial, any (finite dimensional) simple central algebra
over C is a matrix algebra and is anti-isomorphic to itself.
We construct a factor Q acting in a separable hilbert space and which is not antiisomorphic to itself.
As the classical constructions of factors, like the group measure space construction
or like the von Neumann algebra of the left regular representation of locally compact
groups, give von Neumann algebras anti-isomorphic to themselves, the factor Q
cannot be obtained this way.
The construction of Q relies essentially on our theorem of classification of factors
of type IIIA by automorphisms 9 of factors of type 11^ N such that T O 9 = AT where x is
the trace on N [1]. This theorem drove us to study the automorphism groups of
factors of type 11^, and also (because any 11^ is the tensor product of a Jl1 by a
type I ^ ) t 0 study the automorphisms of 1^ factors.
The two aspects of the study of automorphism groups of IIj factors deal with the
problems: (1) of conjugacy of two automorphisms: a and fleAutN are conjugate
when /? = c a a " 1 for someCTGAutN ; (2) of outer conjugacy of two automorphisms:
a and /? e Aut N are outer conjugate when /? is conjugate to the product of a by an
inner automorphism of iVf.
The problem (1) can be considered as an aspect of non abelian ergodic theory.
The problem (2) is the one which is directly related to the classification of type
IIIA factors A e ]0,1 [.
We began our investigations on problems (1), (2) with the simplest case: periodic
automorphisms of the hyperfinite factor R of type IIj. In general, when M is an
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t i.e. e(<x) and e(j3) are in the same conjugacy class in Out N = Aut jV/Int N, with e the canonical
surjection Aut N —*• Out N.
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arbitrary factor, one defines for any a e A u t M, two invariants po(a), y(<x) in the
following way:
T(<x) = {neZ,a"eIntM)

= po(a)l

and

po(a)eN.

y(a) = y e C, (aPo(a) = Adu, u unitary in M) => <x(u) = yu.
As M is a factor those definitions are unambiguous. Moreover a simple computation
shows that p0, y are outer invariants of a, i.e. are not affected if a is replaced by any
P outer conjugate to a, and that y(a) is always a p o (a)th root of 1 in C.
As the hyperfinite II j factor R is isomorphic to R (g) R, and also to R° the opposite
factor, one can define operations on outer conjugacy classes c of elements of Aut R,
denoted by cx ® c2 and c°. Our main result for periodic automorphisms of R is that
for each n e N the set Br(Z/«, R) of outer conjugacy classes of automorphisms
txeAutR, such that po(oi) = n, gifted with the product cl®c2
and the inverse
operation c -> c° is a group. Also we show that y is an isomorphism of this group on
the group of nth roots of one in C. In the theory of simple algebras with centre a
field K, each algebra of a class is expressed as the tensor product of a matrix algebra
over K by a division algebra, belonging to the same class of Brauer equivalence.
Here the situation is very similar. For each class c e Br(Z/«, R) there exists an a e C,
whose period (i.e. the smallest m ^ 1 with a'" = 1) is minimal among periods of
elements of c. Moreover such an a is unique up to conjugacyf and any periodic
automorphism /? e c is the tensor product of a minimal a e c by an inner automorphism.
This allows to solve problem (1) for periodic automorphisms of R. Any periodic
automorphism of R is conjugate to the tensor product sny ® u, where u is an inner
automorphism, and where for each ne M, y e C , yn = 1, sj is an automorphism of/?
constructed in the following way:
Let K be the algebra on C of n x n matrices and for eachg let 11^ be an isomorphism
of K onto a subfactor Kq of R such that the Kq commute pairwise and generate R.
Let 6 be the unilateral shift on JR, such that 6Uq = TIq+1VqEN. Let (ei}) be a system
of matrix units in K^ and erf = T[q(eu) VqeN.
Put for y e C , y"= 1,

« y = £ yJe}j,vy = elie(uy*)+
j=i

E
j= i

e}tJ+l.

Then one shows that the infinite product Ad vyAd9(vy)... AdOm(vy) makes sense in
the topological groupf AutR and defines an automorphism sny of R such that
(sny)n = Ad uy, sny(uy) = yuy. It follows from the above classification of periodic
automorphisms that the cross product of R by any cyclic finite group is hyperfinite,
because each sny has an increasing sequence of globally invariant finite dimensional
subalgebras Fm = (K1 u ... u Km u 0m{(w}-)})", with union strongly dense in R.
t Such an a is called minimal.
t With strong pointwise convergence.
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Coming back to the anti-isomorphism problem, we see that the automorphism
(sny)° opposite to snyt\ is conjugate to sny, so that if y ^ y, sny is not even outer
conjugate to its opposite. The simplest case is with n = 3, y = exp i2n/3 so that
the corresponding automorphism s has period 9.
The idea of the construction of the factor Q not anti-isomorphic to itself is to
build a factor of type II^, iVx and an automorphism 9t of Nt multiplying the trace
TX by some Ae ]0,1 [ such that 9^ is outer conjugate to its opposite 9yQ but that, on
R ® Nlt s ® 0! is no longer outer conjugate to its opposite s° ® 9^ on R° ® N^.
The difficulty is to be able to deduce the outer conjugacy of s ® 1 with s° ® 1 as
automorphisms of R®NU R°®Nl° from the outer conjugacy of s®9t with
We let Nt and 9^ correspond to the discrete decomposition [1; 4.4.1] of the
Pukanszky's factor Px of type IIIA. It follows from the choice of Nt that any bounded
sequence (xn)n 6 N of elements of R ® Nt = N, such that \\xn^/—ij/xn\\ -*• 0, \/ij/ eN* is
equivalent^ to a sequence (yn)n emof elements of R ® 1 [2]. One then shows that the
normal subgroup Int N of Aut JV which is the closure of Int N in the topology of
norm pointwise convergence in N* (the pre-dual of JV), consists exactly of the automorphisms Ad ^ ( a ® 1), X unitary in N, a e Aut R. The group Ct(N) = {a e AutiV,
a(xn)-xn -> 0 * strongly for any bounded sequence (*„)„ e m || [xn, \j/]\\ -^ 0,
is also a normal subgroup of Aut AT, and it contains Int N. Now
Cf(JV)nIntJV =
because if the automorphism a e Aut R is outer, one can find a central sequence
Mneft of unitaries in i? such that ||a(w n )-wj| 2 ^ £ V « e N , where || ||2 is the L2 norm
in R, so that a ® 1 does not transform .the sequence (un ® l ) n 6 ^ in an equivalent
sequence.
As the decomposition s ® 9X = (s (g) 1)(1 ® 9X) satisfies

s® lelntiV, !®91eCtN
it follows that it determines uniquely the outer conjugacy class in AutiV of s ® 1 and
of 1 ® 0J. In particular po(s ® 1) and y(s ® 1) are invariants of the outer conjugacy
class of s ® 9t in OutiV.
But (s ® 9i)° is outer conjugate to s° ® 9y and hence, as
y(s° ® 1) = exp (—»2TT/3) # exp (i2n/3) = y{s ® 1),

it is not outer conjugate to s ® 0X.§ It follows that the cross product W*(s ® 9lt N)
is not isomorphic to W*((s ® ^i) 0 ,^ 0 ), using [1; 4.4.1], so that Q = W*(s ® 9ltN)
is a factor of type IIIA which is not anti-isomorphic to itself. One can check that the
factor Q thus obtained contains a maximal abelian subalgebra s4 which is regular
f Change the product of R into (x, y) -> yx; this gives R° and (stty)° = sny/R° .
t i.e. xn—yn -»• 0 * strongly.
§ We are using the isomorphism of R ® Nt with R° ® Ni°.
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(the normaliser N(s?) = {u unitary in Q, ustfu* = s4} generates Q), and which is
the range of a unique normal conditional expectation E, hence Q is obtained by the
generalised group measure space construction using 2-cocycles as described in [3].
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